
F&B Supervisor  – Grand Café, Roomservice & Minibar – NH Collection Grand Hotel 

Krasnapolsky  

NH Collection Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky – a 150-years-old icon on Dam Square 

Being one of the most famous hotels of Amsterdam, situated on Dam Square and facing the 

Royal Palace, NH Collection Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky is one of the three NH Collection 

hotels in the Netherlands. The hotel has 451 rooms, of which a Royal Suite of 120 m2, facing 

Dam Square and with private elevator and bulletproof glass, and a Presidential Suite of 100 

m2. For business guests, the hotel offers 2200 m2 of meeting and event space. One of the 

most striking spaces is the listed Winter Garden, where the NH Collection Breakfast is 

served every morning. NH Collection Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky has been awarded as ‘Best 

Meeting and Event location of the Netherlands’ in category Large (>250 guests) at the 

National Meeting Awards in February 2016. Gastronomy lovers have several options to go 

to: the hotel offers the Grand Café Krasnapolsky, cocktail bar The Tailor, winner of the ‘Best 

New Hotel Bar of Amsterdam’ award 2016, and fine-dining restaurant The White Room (1* 

Micelin) by Jacob Jan Boerma (3*Michelin for Restaurant De Leest in Vaassen). 

Who are you?  

You are a hostess with a passion for the hospitality. You are someone with professional 

knowledge and experience in the F&B department. Besides that, you are motivated to 

convey a smile on the face of each guest. You'll find it challenging to keep your head cool in 

busy situations, you're flexible and a real team player. In addition, you master the Dutch and 

English language and preferably you also speak a second foreign language. You have a 

passion for the F&B, you have experience in leadership and want to take the next step in 

your career. 

 

What is your job? 

As a F&B Supervisor, you are responsible for managing all work in the F&B outlets: in room 

dining and minibar. In this way, you contribute to giving a unique experience to our guests. 

You guide a large number of employees. You hold appraisal discussions with employees and 

stimulate and correct where necessary. Of course, you also perform all the executive tasks in 

the F&B outlets. Would you like to give our guests the time of their lives? And can you 

transfer this to colleagues? Then you are the person we are looking for! 

What do we offer you? 

In this function you work for NH Hotel Group; A professional and international hotel chain. 

We understand all that people make the difference which also turns out from the excellent 

working conditions we offer our employees. 

• Unique in the hospitality industry: an end-year bonus for every employee of at least 50% of 

an average monthly salary! 

• Special employee rate for your City Trips in NH hotels worldwide and 30% off our F&B! 

• Invite your friends and family for weekend breaks with discounts in NH hotels worldwide. 

• Do you work on a holiday? Then you will get an extra day off in exchange! 

• NH University: excellent training and (international) development opportunities. 

• Good growth opportunities: All NH employees take priority over internal job vacancies 

worldwide! 



• We care for your health and therefore offer discounts on collective health insurance and 

financial services, a "bike plan" and discount at various gyms! 

Are you looking for a new challenge? Don’t wait any longer and send your CV and motivation 

letter to info@nhhoteljobs.nl to the attention of Christine van der Geest. Please mention the 

department in which you’re interested in the subject line. 
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